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The authors examine the route fatality risk of routes in Erie County, PA and
show that some pose a disproportionately high-risk to users. They argue that
transportation safety could be greatly increased by relatively small expenditures and
suggest that the most cost-effective risk amelioration is speed limit control.
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individual decision making. He finds, e.g, that commonly reported death rates tend to
minimize the relative risk of auto travel.
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The author suggests an integrative approach for projecting economic impacts of
facilities that elicit public risk aversion. She incorporates both economic stimulus
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findings are compared and an impact estimation framework is suggested for
integrating psychometric and econometric techniques.
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Anthony J. Dangelantonio
This paper considers current medical and legal perspectives on patients' right to
assistance in dying. In highlighting the competing policy objectives that must be
resolved, it examines failed legislative initiatives in Washington and California. It
also considers a pending New Hampshire proposal. The last shows the difficulty of
simultaneously alleviating physician's objections and achieving proponents' goals.
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The authors explain the development and use of a behavioral risk management
strategy. It is designed for developing interventions to change behaviors, e.g., to
lower the risk of AIDS. The advantage of their strategy is said to be its structure
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